
We are bringing the energy revolution!

Solar fences for 
agriculture



Numerous farmers have been setting a good example in renewable energy generation for many 
years. However, not all roofs are ideally suited to installing PV systems. An intelligent alternative 
and addition to the range is the bifacial solar fence – the fence that pays for itself. The fence is a solar 
system and enclosure rolled into one, and can also provide shade and visual cover from predators. 
The Next2Sun solar fence can do more than simply generate enough power to cover agricultural 
requirements – it also serves as a low-maintenance, weather-resistant replacement for traditional 
fences. In addition, the bifacial solar fence offers another interesting area of application: it can pro-
vide independent generation solutions for consumers in adjoining areas (e.g. water pumps), and is 
also suitable for all animal species, including both large and small livestock.

Next2Sun solar fence for agriculture!

� A solar fence performs two tasks at once – providing an enclosure and generating electricity.
�	 The	vertical	configuration	minimises	your	PV	system’s	space	requirements.
� The ground-level positioning is easy to assemble and maintain.
� A solar fence can be ideally adapted to electricity requirements: in an east-west orientation 

it	 provides	 significantly	 better	 results	 than	conventional	 systems	during	 the	morning	and	
evening, whilst in a north-south orientation, the system is able to capture light particularly 
well when the sun is low.

�	 The	high	level	of	efficiency	on	the	rear	side	means	that	electricity	continues	to	be	generated	
even on the side not directly in sunlight.

� Whilst a rooftop system does not produce any electricity or requires time-consuming clearing 
when	it	is	snowing,	the	activity	of	the	solar	fence	will	even	be	improved	by	increased	reflection	
off the ground.

� The slim construction, modern design and long life of the solar fence make it an ideal space-sa-
ving, visually appealing fence replacement offering genuine added value.

� Grazing barriers can be integrated into the system, preventing large livestock from scratching 
the frame. 

The benefits of a premium bifacial solar fence:



Happy animals, happy farmers!

Product facts & figures
� Solid steel construction
� Consisting of two posts and two bars
� Height 1.5 m with a standard 40 cm distance from the ground, and length up to 2.15 m
� The size of the PV module is the same, at approx. 1m x 2 m
�	 If	desired,	the	distance	between	the	solar	fence	and	the	ground	can	be	filled	with	a	perforated	

plate, a stanchion plate or an aluminium plate
� There are various combinations of options available when selecting the lower part of the fence, 

such as wire mesh, a bar grate or a privacy plate

The solar fence provides significantly better 
results than conventional systems during 
the morning and evening. Thanks to its hig-
hly efficient rear side, the solar fence gene-
rates electricity at any time of day and in all 
seasons of the year (potential for more than 
90% efficiency on the rear side). The orien-
tation only plays a small role in the over-
all yield: positioning the module surfaces 
facing south and north (unshaded annual 
electricity yield approx. 900-1200 kWh/kWp) 
only generates slightly less than an east-
west orientation (unshaded annual electri-
city yield approx. 1000-1300 kWh/kWp).



Solar fences for use in agriculture!

‘As well as generating power and serving as 
an enclosure, the fence can also offer chicken 
owners protection against birds of prey. Shaded 
by the modules, free-range chickens are diffi-
cult to spot from the air. However, the fence is 
not just good for use with chickens – it is also 
being successfully used as an enclosure for 
paddocks and pastures.’

- Sascha Krause-Tünker, CEO Next2Sun

‘Solar fences in animal husbandry: we have 
been looking for an alternative way to generate 
power for a long time. The solar fence provides 
shade and a protected outdoor area for my or-
ganic chickens, and also produces power for my 
farm and my tavern all year round.’

- Herbert Rohrmoser, organic farmer and restaurant 
owner

Salzburg Craft Prize
2019

PV magazine award
2017

Austrian Solar Prize
2019

German Solar Prize
2020

The	‘bifacial	solar	fence’	is	a	development	cooperation	between	Net2Sun	and	Elektrotechnik	Lei-
tinger,	and	was	named	the	best	industrial,	commercial	or	agricultural	business	by	EUROSOLAR	
AUSTRIA	at	the	2019	Austrian	Solar	Prize.	In	2020,	Next2Sun’s	agriPV	concept	was	awarded	the	
German Solar Prize for its ‘pioneering combination of renewable energy generation and sustai-
nable	agriculture’.	At	the	Salzburg	Craft	Prize,	which	every	year	honours	commercial	and	craft	
businesses demonstrating particularly interesting projects, the team gained one of three special 
recognition awards for its solar fence.

Trust the award-winning market leaders:  



We are bringing the energy revolution!
Photovoltaics have seen impressive development over the past 20 years in terms of falling costs 
and increased uptake. The sector is now facing more sophisticated challenges, in particular as 
regards land usage and the continuous availability of renewable energy. 

Next2Sun was founded to create solutions for the energy revolution with a new system concept. 
Next2Sun’s	goal	is	to	consolidate	renewable	energy	generation,	reduce	the	land	usage	in	free-
field	photovoltaics,	and	develop	new	areas	of	application	 for	photovoltaic	systems.	Since	 then,	
Next2Sun has been using its vertical, bifacial system technology and the patented frame system 
developed for it to create and market a wide range of products for agriculture and the public, 
commercial and private sectors.

Your partner for innovative energy solutions! 
Our	solutions	enable	cost-effective,	sustainable,	environmentally	power	generation	by	combi-
ning	innovative	multiple	use	with	optimised	generation	profiles.	We	want	to	work	with	you	to	ex-
pand the use of renewable energies, combat climate change and help protect the environment 
and the natural world. And we have the right team to do it: thanks to many years of experience 
in renewable energy sources and the variety of professional backgrounds across every member 
of our team, we are able to continually develop our skills and strengths and thus build up solid 
expertise. As your trustworthy innovation partner, we are bringing the energy revolution – in 
more ways than one.



We look forward to hearing from you:

Franz-Meguin-Straße 10a
66763 Dillingen
Germany

info@next2sun.de
Phone: +49 (0) 3222 18090

We are bringing the energy revolution! 

www.next2sun.com

Pfaffing 43
5760 Saalfelden

Austria

info@next2sun.at
Phone: +43 (0) 720 111 599


